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1 Introduction 

This user manual describes the way of use of the hardware and software application WACO UWB 1.x 
(hereinafter referred to as „WACO UWB“, or just as „application“), intended for walk-by reading of 
battery-powered WACO radio modules ( „WALK-BY“ meter reading).   

1.1 Possibilities of the System Usage 

Walk-by data collection is usually processed by a person that approaches the radio signal of the WACO 
radio modules of which they need to gain the data. The person elicites radio communication (data 
transmission) and saves the gained data into the memory of the data collection device. Such method is 
typically used for the data collection of the consumption meters (water meters, electrometers, gas 
meters… ) that are equipped with the radio modules for the remote meter reading.  

The walk-by data collection device could suitably be a personal computer with Windows 7 or Windows 8 
operating system. In this PC should be installed software WACO UWB and connected to WACO 
communication gateway WM868-RFU. 

WACO UWB gains data (hereinafter referred to as „meter reading“) only from the WACO modules that 
are adjusted for this particular purpose - that means the modules are able to communicate with the  
WACO UWB system and are equipped with WOR device (Wake On Radio). WOR enables the activation 
of the modules remotely by a special radio signal. Currently it is guaranteed the WACO UWB meter 
reading functionality for these types of modules: 

WM868-MDA 
WM868-MDB 
WM868-SI2 
WM868-TI2 

1.2 System Cooperation with the WACO GateWay 

Walk-by system WACO UWB software tool enables getting data from the surrounded radio devices 
remotely via radio communication. For the radio communication there is used an external communication 
device (communication gateway) WM868-RFU (WACO USB GateWay). The gateway must be connected 
to the USB port of the PC by usual USB cable (similarly to the printer connection). See the description of 
the gateway connecting and data communication setting in the chapter 2 of this document.  

2 Software Installation 

2.1 Installing WACO UWB 1.x Application 

The Software is distributed in two installation files: 

- „UWB1.zip“ – software application WACO UWB 

- „VCP_Setup.zip“ – driver for the gateway connection to the device containing OS Windows 7 or 
Windows 8 

In the computer there must be created a folder - of an arbitrary name (e.g. 
C:\Users\Pavel\Documents\WACO UWB). Into this folder we copy the file „UWB1.zip“ and the driver file 
„VCP_Setup.zip“. Both zipped files we unpack in this directory (option „Extract Here“). Run file according 
to the type of OS Windows: 

uwb1.reg        systems with 32 bit version of OS Windows 

uwb1_64.reg  systems with 64 bit version of OS Windows 

(Find out the type of your OS Windows in the tool My Computer – Properties.) 

After launching the file, Windows register set-up will automatically run in registry editor. Confirm the 
control question „allow the program to make changes in the computer registry“ („Allow Changes“, 
„Continue“). If the registry set-up is successful, there appears this message: „The keys and values 
contained in C:\Users\Pavel\Documents\..... uwb1.reg … have been successfully added to the registry..“ 
(or simillar message).  Now the installation of WACO UWB application is completed. Try out the 
functionality of the application by double-click on the launching file „busRead.exe“. After running this file, 
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a window pops-up named „Walk-by Meter Reading“. Close this window. To ease up application run it is 
recommended to create a desktop shortcut  - can be named by our own choice.  

2.2 WACO USB GateWay (WM868-RFU) Connecting 

WACO USB GateWay = module WM868-RFU (hereinafter „USB GateWay“) connect to your mobile PC 
via USB port. USB GateWay is power-supplied by the USB port so it is switched on immediately once it is 
connected and activates 3 virtual serial ports (data transmission, configuration and firmware upgrade). 
The device appears in the Control Panel/ Device Manager in section „Other Devices“. Serial ports will 
appear in section „Ports (COM and LPT)“: 

                                  

Pic 1a: Enabled gateway in  „Device Manager“                                Pic 1b: Disabled gateway (missing ports in menu) 

If there is no serial port driver installed in the computer/ device, the serial ports will appear as disabled 
(see the picture 1b – there are no ports displayed) and it is neccessary to install the serial port driver.   

Installation of the serial port driver for the Windows 7 or 8 Operating System:  

 For the first installation of the serial port drivers in our computer we need to pre-install drivers 
STMicroelectronics that are included in supplied installation packet „VCP_Setup.zip“. To pre-
install the drivers unpack „VCP_Setup.zip“ file in the current directory and run the file  
„VCP_V1.3.1_Setup_x64.exe“; 

 In case of unsuccessfull installation (message „Installation Successfully Completed“ won’t 
appear), it is neccessary to open folder C:\Program Files\STMicroelectronics\Software\Virtual 
COM Port Driver and run the file: 

- dpinst_ia64.exe – Intel 64 bit processor 
- dpinst_x86.exe – Intel 32 bit processor 
- dpinst_amd64.exe – AMD 64 bit processor 

 Open Control Panel/Device Manager, click by the right-mouse button on the second item 
(„Wireless WACO GateWay“) and choose  „Update Driver Software“; 

 In the next window click on „Browse My Computer for driver software“; 

 In the next window click on „Select driver“; 

 In the next window choose the type of device by „Display all devices“. Wait until the system 
displays all drivers  - that may take several minutes. (Please,  wait as long as there shows the 
statement „please wait, loading list of devices...“ or similar); 

 After system displays a list of device suppliers, in the left part of the window we choose the item 
„STMicroelectronics“;  

 Choose the offered driver in the right part of the window and click on „Next“; 

 The driver will be installed and the relevant port will move to a new item „Ports (COM and LPT)“; 

 Simillar process can be done with the second serial port (second item „Wireless WACO 
GateWay“ in section „Other Devices“ in Device Manager). (The second serial port can be 
eventually used for the configuration of the gateway in „Hyperterminal“ regime). Item „DFU 
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runtime interface“ will be left as it is (without driver), this port is usually used only for firmware 
upgrade of the device.  

In case of re-installation there’s no need to pre-install the STMicroelectronics drivers. When choosing the 
type of device, it can be used quick choice „Ports (COM and LPT)“ instead of going through the „Display 
all devices“. After the driver installation the ports appear as you see in the picture 1a. 

For older OS Windows versions (Vista, Windows XP and older) this installation is not supported, 
therefore the application UWB 1.x  is not possible to use for previously mentioned older operation 
systems.  

Once the serial ports work, we run the application WACO UWB 1.x (by  clicking on  „busRead.exe“ file, or 
via desktop shortcut). In menu „File/Communication Setup“ serial ports should show in combo-box „Port“ 
(e.g. „COM21/COM22“ – see picture 2).  

       

Picture 2: The choice of the serial port for USB gateway connection 

In case there is no serial port to choose in the box „Choose serial port“, the serial port drivers for WACO 
USB GateWay are not installed correctly. 

The choice of a serial port and its function verification can be done by loading of any kind of data file and 
controlling the serial port setup following the procedure in chapter 5.1 (see paragraph „Download Data 
File for Particular Object“ and „Communication Gateway Setup“).  

3 System Pre-Setting for the Walk-by Meter Reading in a 
Building (Object) 

A data file needs to be prepared for each object (area, building, house, billing unit…) from which we need 
to gain meter readings. This data file contains configuration information for the object (about the radio 
matches to their water meters, the water meter location, what kind of media it measures – cold or hot 
water etc. … ) and initial statuses of the consumption meters at the time of the system installation. For 
each meter reading there are saved also the read values.  

The configuration file for the object we prepare by copying the file „ConfigurationTemplate.xls“ into any 
directory (for example C:\Users\Pavel\Documents\MeterReadings\City_of_Ostrava) and would function as 
a template (this file has been unpacked from the installation file WB1.zip – see point 2.1). Then this copy 
can be renamed at your choice (preferably the file name should suggest the contains – e.g.  
„Residence_LondonStreet225.xls“, or „Houses_ParkAvenue“). In the pre-set file we fill-in only the 
„Configuration“ sheet – following the bellow described instructions. Other sheets of the .xls file will stay 
unchanged.  

The data file is of MS Excel 97-2003 format and contains these sheets:  

 Configuration – contains configuration data  

 Individual Meter Readings – automatically saved individual meter readings 

 Year – automatically calculated continuous/ overall balance of consumption in the current year  

 Analysis – a pivot table with more detailed analyses of the consumption in the course of the time  

When pre-setting the Walk-by System we pursue strictly with „Configuration“ sheet, in which we need to 
insert the input data for each consumption meter: 

 Flat No.  - the number of the flat where the meter we want to read is placed 

 First Name  - first name of the flat tenant 
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 Surname   - surname of the flat tenant  

 Street Name   

 No. of the House              

 Town/City  

 Specification  - specification of the flat’s position (e.g. „1st floor“) 

 Type of Meter  - type of meter (cold water meter MD etc.)  

 Serial Number  - serial number of the meter (water meter, gas meter,calorimeter…) 

 RF Address  - RF address of the RF module for the remote meter reading  

 Date of Installation - date of the system installation  

 Initial Meter Status  - the initial meter dials read by a person installing the system  

 Unit   - unit of the value mechanical counter of the meter 

 Extern. No.  - other possible ID of the meter (for example accounting systém ID) 

 Multiplier - for the units conversion (in case the original entry needs to be multiplied)  

 Divisor  - for the units conversion (in case the original entry needs to be multiplied)  

 Index   - RF module port (input) number (multiport device) 

 Channel  - RF module frequency channel number  

 RF Group  - RG group number (in case there is a group separated)  

 Crypto   - feature weather the data is encrypted or not 

 Date of Deactivation - date of the meter deactivation (fill in when installing/changing) 

 Deactivated Meter Status – status (dials) of the mechanical counter when being deactivated  

The items marked in black colour enable the matching of the read data to individual consumption meters 
and to individual users, offtake location and so on. These items must be filled in precisely when installing 
the system so there is guaranteed the matching meters and flat tenants and the type of the metered utility 
etc.  

The items marked in blue colour (Date of Installation/ Deactivation, Installed/Uninstalled Meter Status) 
are important for the synchronizing of the initial statuses of the readings with the real dials of the 
mechanical counters. 

The items marked in green colour (Date of Deactivation, Deactivated Meter Status) we fill in when 
deactivating the meter (e.g. while it is being exchanged). The data serves for the deactivation status 
records.  

The items marked in brown colour (Unit, Multiplier, Divisor) we need for the units conversion – e.g. the 
water is read in litres but we need to present it in m

3
 so we setup the Divisor on number 1000. Usually if 

there is only one utility measured in the object (for example water consumption) these values stay 
constant in the table (object). 

The items marked in violet colour (Channel, RF Group, Crypto) describe the technical parameters of the 
particular radio module for the wireless meter reading. To enable the Walk-By meter reading, the 
parameters of the modules must be identical in the whole object/ building. Successively we need to set up 
the parameters of the communication gateway for the particular object (see chapter „Carrying Out the 
Meter Reading with WACO UWB System“)  

Recommended method of the table filling in: 

1. For the particular object pre-fill all information about the object and its tenants/ users accoerding 
to the object documenation (that is: Flat No., First Name, Surname, Street Name, No. Of the 
House, Town/City, Specification). If it is not a residential house it is possible to re-name individual 
columns so it corresponds to the reality (e.g. instead of „Flat No.“ It could be „Office No.“). 
Attention! The order of the columns must never be changed as well as the number of the 
columns.  

2. According to the consumption meters documentation we fill the data in other columns (Type of 
Meter, Unit, Multiplier, Divisor). The „Type of Meter“ cell is editable and can contain the brand as 
well as the type of the measured utility, e.g. Maddalena, water meter etc.  

3. Print the pre-filled table in sufficient enlargement so the rest of the data can be written in 
manually. During the mounting of the consumtion meters and the radio modules (or when there is 
an additional mounting of the RF modules to the previously installed consumption meters) 
carefully step by step fill the serial numbers, RF addresses (always marked on the label of the 
device), and initial status of the mechanical counter of the installed meters (always precisely 
match it to the flat and type of meter). If we install radio module with several inputs (e.g. WM868-

                   Building/Object Address  
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SI4, WM868-SI2)  - we must insert in the column  „Index“ the number of port (input) to which the 
particular consumption meter has been connected (see examples in chapter „Configuration 
Examples“).  Alternatively – all the above mentioned data could be recorded manually in separate 
„Mounting Sheets“ and then copied to the table all at once after finishing the mounting. 

4. On the basis of knowledge of the radio modules configuration that we are using in  the object 
(Channel, RF Group, Crypto) we run copying to all table rows the identical data – it is not 
neccessary for the correct calculation but it is useful to record these data for the correct setup of 
the radio parameters of the meter reading device because the meter reading device must call for 
the data on the same channel as the radio modules are set on. Theoretically it is possible in one 
object to meet miscellaneous types of devices set up on various radio parameters – different 
channels and read the meters step by step individually but in real practice such configuration 
brings no use and therefore it is not usually used as it would complicate the meter reading.  

For the work with data files of individual objects, please, follow these rules: 

 Do not change the column structure in the part A-W in no case (i.e. do not delete columns, do not 
add columns, do not change the columns order). Information colums can be renamed in case of 
need (for example „Flat No.“ to „Office No.“), but the contents must generally correspond to its 
default meaning; 

 Do not change the rows 1 and 2 in no case (i.e. do not delete, do not move, do not insert new 
rows in between); 

 Always put values in the columns, not formulas;  

 Always keep Excel 97-2003  format (.xls), do not replace it by a new version (.xlsx). 

Do not ever change the default file „ConfigurationTemplate.xls“, keep it as a template for other objects.    

4 Implementation of the Walk-by Meter Reading System 

WALK-BY meter reading system is in actual fact switched on by connecting (installing) of the radio 
modules to the consumption meters. The radio modules for the remote meter reading is possible to install 
additionally to the elder working consumption meters or they can be installed simultaneously.  
 
Some types of the radio meter reading modules are designed directly for the specific group of  
consumption meters (e.g. WM868-MDA modules are strictly designated for the usage with water meters  
Maddalena TT-CD SD) and they connect to the meters only mechanically (by clicking on). Other types of 
the radio modules are universal and enable the connection of any consumption meter equipped with a 
suitable interface (e.g. WM868-SI2 module is possible to connect with two consumption meters using 
pulse output, manufactured by various producers) and such radio modules are connected to the 
consumption meters by a cable. Radio meter readers are equipped with internal battery and are delivered 
in activated mode, that is why the meter reading starts running by the module‘s installation (that means by 
the moment of the module’s click-on the consumption meter or by the moment of the cable connecting). 
Walk-by system from the very first moment starts recording the consumption.   

It is necessary to insert the initial figure of the meter counter (mechanical counter, LCD display…) at the 
moment of the installation so it later corresponds with the data gained from the system because the newly 
emerged consumption will be added to the inserted initial figure. For the synchronization of the initial 
entries there is the column „Initial Meter Status“ (see chapter 3). 

Several days after the system installation (approximately during 1 month) it is suitable to run a control 
walk-by meter reading so we find out if all the system parts work correctly. If some meter shows a zero 
consumption (the control meter read value is the same as the initial value), it is necessary to check the 
correctness of the installation of the particular meter module set.    

The radio modules in the object should be set up homogenously (frequency channel, group, on/off data 
encrypting). The modules have been uniformly set up by manufacturer on channel „0“, group „0“ and the 
encrypting off. This is an optimum set up for the Walk-by system functioning and there is no reason for 
changing it. If you are not sure about your device setting up, lets assume that it is set up on the previously 
mentioned factory mode. The module is not possible to check visually neither via WACO UWB 1.x. There 
are special programs for checking up the device. These are described in individual user manuals for each 
module.  
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5 Carrying Out the Meter Reading with WACO UWB System 

5.1 Choice of the Working Stand 

We proceed remote meter reading either from one or more stands. The choice of the working stand 
depends on the signal availibility of the radio modules so we need to use our estimation to read as large 
number of the modules as we can. Theoretical coverage of the radio modules ranges upto hundreds of 
meters, but in real ferroconcrete building the range of modules coverage rapidly descends. In the bad 
conditions for the radio waves broadcasting we can estimate that we will be in reach of only the devices 
on the floor we are at the moment plus the floor above and underneath. In this case our first working 
stand would be the first floor – we should be able to read meters in the ground floor, our first floor and the 
second floor. Second stand would the fourth floor – we should get 3rd, 4th and 5th floor etc. Usually you 
would be able to adjust the choice of the working stand according to the first one (you might get meters 
maybe upto 4th floor so the next stand could be in the 8th floor… and so on).  

To be able to read meters in the whole object in minimum number of attempts, the working stands should 
be chosen as far from each other as it gets but still there must be a little overlap to avoid the returning 
and having to read meters again. 

The radio modules are powered by internal battery with extremly long life so it functions from 5 upto 10 
years. On each walk-by meter reading, all radio modules in the reach of the meter reading device will 
reply while using up a bit of the battery energy to radio broadcast. In a standard operation regime there is 
no danger of the early battery discharge, the modules can be read remotely via Walk-by several times a 
day without battery life reduction. The biggest risk of the battery life reduction is while the modules are 
stored and during the logistics because the modules are switched on from the factory – by accident the 
battery life can be reduced if there in reach of the store someone manipulates with the walk-by device 
often.     

5.2 Preparing the Walk-by Meter Reading Device 

Preparing of the walk-by meter reading device is quite simple and inlude these two steps: 

 Downloading a data file for the object 

 Setting up of the communication gateway for the object (only in specific cases) 

Preparation is done at the place of meter reading on the first working stand in the object, just right before 
the running of the meter reading.  

Download Data File for Particular Object  

Click on „busRead.exe“ file, (or created shortcut) and run WACO UWB application. Elicit a standard 
Windows table via menu „File/ Download File“ to open the file. Find the data file for the particular 
location and tag it by the computer mouse and click on the „Open“ button. In the window of the WACO 
UWB application shows up the data from the downloaded file. By checking up the downloaded data we 
make sure that we have opened the correct file.  

Communication Gateway Setup (only for the initial setup or in specific situations) 

On the first reading after the communication gateway installation make sure that in the menu 
„File/Communication Setup“ there is the correct serial port set up. How to find out? After the file 
download we activate the system by ticking off the item „Activate Meter Reading“.  If there appears the 
notice „ON LINE“ (see picture 3a) in the middle of the bottom row of the application, the serial port is 
chosen correctly. If there appears a notice „OFF LINE“ (see picture 3b), then try to choose a different 
serial via menu „File/Communication Setup“ from the displayed list of ports (see description in the part 2.2 
and picture 2) and try to tick off the „Activate Meter Reading“ again. If neither of the attempts are 
successful and we cannot switch to „ON LINE“ mode via neither of the displayed ports then we need to 
repair the gateway installation or re-instal the gateway according to the instructions in chapter 2.2. If the 
port installation is O.K. and the system is „ON LINE“, this setup remains constant and there is no need of 
changing it. The only change can happen when over-installing the computer or when installing other 
communication devices to the computer.   
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Obr. 3a: System in  „ON LINE“ mode Obr. 3b: System in „OFF LINE“ mode 

In case we run meter reading in objects of different frequency channels (or if we use the communication 
gateway for other applications as well), we have to watch the communication gateway frequency 
setup so that it is set up to the same freequency as the modules in the measured location. The frequency 
channel of the meter reading radio modules for the object is indicated in column „Channel“ of the data file.   
If we need to change the frequency channel settings of our communication gateway so it corresponds 
with the settings of the radio modules in the object, we will do it via menu „File/Communication Setup“ 
and set up the item „Channel“ in the „Communication Setup“ window and cklick on the button „Setup“. 
The frequency channel setup: 

 The object is on the frequency „0“ (factory setting), insert in the cell „Channel“ figure „0“; 

 The object is on the frequency „1“, insert in the cell „Channel“ figure „1“; 

 The object is on the frequency „2“, insert in the cell „Channel“ figure „2“; 

 If we do not want to change the frequency channel, we leave in the cell „Channel“ figure „-1“, that 
is automatically displayed on opening the window. 

In real practice there is used only one freqency channel in the WALK-BY systems – channel „0“ -  this is a 
factory setup channel for all devices comming from the manufacturer. If the communication gateway is 
used only for this purpose, it will be very likely set up on this default channel and there is no practical 
reason to change the settings. In some cases it is necessary to do the channel setup, though – we need 
channel setup if:  

 Some of the objects, where the Walk-by meter reading is being carried out, is set up on a different 
channel than „0“; 

 The communication gateway is being used also for other purposes as well as for the Walk-by 
meter reading; 

 The communication gateway is used by another subject and we are not sure if the settings were 
changed or not;  

 We run the meter reading via untested communication gateway (a new device, repaired device…) 
or there is a real chance that someone manipulated the device. 

Frequency channel setup is also recommended in case the meter reading failes, specially if there are no 
data from none of the consumption meters, even though the Walk-by device is apparently placed in the 
reach of several radio modules.   

5.3  Reading the Meters   

After downloading the data file for the object (see paragraph 5.2.) we can proceed the meter reading in 
following steps:  

 Activate the meter reading system by cklicking on the button „Activate Meter Reading“. If 
everything goes allright (downloaded file, serial port set up), the system will switch to „ON LINE“ 
mode and the button „Read Modules“ turns enabled; 

 Click on the button „Read Modules“. Information box shows up with the notice „Please, wait, data 
processing…“ with the bar signalling the remaining time (see picture 4); 

 In the individual rows of the table there appear measured values as the entries in columns „Date 
of Meter Reading“ and „Value“; 

 In the rows of those meters that have not been successfuly read, there will remain empty cells 
„Date of Meter Reading“ and „Value“. These consumption meters can be read individualy by 
double-click on each row, after the completion of automatic reading.  In case the individual 
reading still would not be successful, then try to change the working stand as you are probably 
out of the reach of the modules;  

 After changing the location, try to proceed meter reading all by the cklicking on „Activate Meter 
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Reading“ button or double-click on individual rows 

.     

 

Picture 4: Meter Reading Process 

Repeat this process unless you have all meters read. As a guideline for the choice of working stand use 
the field „Flat No.“ - according to it we can see what consumption meters have not been read. By clicking 
on any row and holding the cursor above the row we can display also „Specification“ (see picture 5) On 
the basis of this information we decide to change our stand so we would approach the required flat (flats).  

 

Picture 5: Displaying of the additional information „Specification“ 

After completing the meter reading, save the file with readings by clicking „Save Table“. System will ask 
to enter the dials of the „main“ consumption meter (this is usually a meter that owns the facility 
supplier – and it is the main source for the whole object or area). The main consumption meter dials are 
important sometimes for more detailed analysis and data processing (see chapter 6), so it is useful to 
have this value saved in the same file with other data. But the entry is not compulsory – so we insert the 
figure only when we need it, othrewise the field remains empty (see picture 6). We proceed by 
„Continue“.  
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Picture 6: Inserting the dials of the main consumption meter 

The system is set up to save the file, after each meter reading, always with same name in the same 
directory (so we work always with the same file) which means that we record the readings in time, see the 
consumption progress and we can analyse it (see chapter 6). Therefore the systém always asks if you 
wish to overwrite – update the existing file with the newly recorded meater readings. We always choose 
option „Yes“ (see picture 7). 

 

Pic. 7: Saving of the updated data  

To finish the program click on  „File/Exit“, or click on „X“ in right top corner of the application. Then there 
appears a box for the veryfication of your decision.  For the entire program closure choose the button OK. 
In case you choose Cancel,  the program stands running and minimazes into the system bar in the right 
bottom corner of the computer display. This option is suitable when we are moving to another working 
stand so there is no need to turn the program on again and no waiting for the configuration download. By 
double-clicking on the icon in the system bar just call the program back on display and continue in work 
by clicking on Read Modules or by single meter readings. 

After completing the work we recommend to backup the saved file – by copying it to a backup 
disc/medium or at least to a different directory in the computer. The back up will keep the data in case of 
damage of the original file. 

5.4 Service Meter Replacement Procedure 

In case of the necessity of the meter replacement, we have to close the original recordings of the meter 
and will enter a new meter as a new record. We recommend to follow these steps: 

 Open data file for the object, click on „Configuration“ sheet  

 Copy the entire row with the original meter („CTRL+C“ and „CTRL+V“) beneath the last filled row. 
In configuration table we have now new row. Never paste the row in the middle of the table!!  

 In the original row we end the recording by erasing the RF address in column „RF Address“ (so 
that we are sure the system won’t add more data to this row) and fill in the figures in columns „ 
vyplníme odpovídající údaje do sloupců „Date of Deactivation“ a „Deactivated Meter Status“; 

 In the column „Street“ write the note (e.g. closed) so next time we recognize quickly that the 
meter has been deactivated ; 

 

Pic. 8: Editting of the configuration table afte the meter replacement 
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 Newly added row we edit so it cerresponds with the reality:  write the real figures in the columnes 
„Seriál No.“, „RF Address“, „Date of Installation“ and „Initial Meter Status“ ově přidaný řádek 
upravíme tak, aby odpovídal skutečnosti: přepíšeme podle skutečnosti údaje ve sloupcích: „V.č. 
měřiče“, „RF adresa“, „Datum instalace“ a „Stav měřiče při instalaci“. If the newly installed meter 
is a of a different type than the original, we have to correct the data in column „Type of Meter“ 
„Multiplier“, „Divisor“ 

 Edited file save. 

Afterwards the file can be used for the standard meter reading in usual way.  In next meter reading the 
original meter will stay closed and the new meter will record the data. When evaluating the monthly 
consumption and year consumption, those meters‘ values just add up.  

6 Evaluation of the Meter Readings Data File  

Each data file for the specific location functions at the same time as the configuration file for the meter 
reading setup and also serves for the saving of the meter readings and their analysis. The data file is in 
the MS Excel 97-2003 format and contains these sheets:   

 Configuration – contains configuration data  

 Individual Meter Readings – automatically saved individual meter readings 

 Year – automatically calculated continuous/ overall balance of consumption in the current year  

 Analysis – a pivot table with more detailed analyses of the consumption in the course of the time  

These sheets  contains the delivered „ConfigurationTemplate.xls“, the sheets are empty – thera no data or 
formulas.  

After each meter reading and data saving there are all meter readings saved in the „Individual Meter 
Readings“ sheet. At the same time in the „Year“ sheet there are automaticaly recorded the highest 
values in individual months and also then there is automatically selected the latest meter reading value in 
the year. If the meter readings continue through in the following year, the systém automatically creates a 
new „Year“ sheet and starts recording in it.  

In „Analysis“ sheet there is created, above the top (highest = latest) monthly values and yearly values 
from all „Year“ sheets, an editable pivot table.   

6.1 „Configuration“ Sheet 

The description of the individual items of the „Configuration“ sheet please find in chapter 3. In this part of 
the user manual there are showed examples of the filling in the configuration table for several types of 
WACO UWB 1.x usage.  

Example 1: Maddalena Water meter Reading with Integrated WM868-MDA/MDB Modules 

In the picture 9 there is an example of WACO UWB 1.x  configuration  when the object is a residential 
building and where there are installed Maddalena water meters with the integrated WM868-MDA 
modules.  

 

Pic. 9: Example of the meter reading configuration in residential building 

We can see from the picture that each water meter is deployed by individual radio module with a unique 
RF address and as all the water meters are the same type, the set up of units, multipliers and dividers is 
homogenous. Maddalena regiser the consumption in litres so if we want to display the consumption in m

3
 

we must set up the divisor to number 1000. 
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Example 2: Consumption Meter Reading in Business Centre – water, gas, electricity 

In the picture 10 there is an example of WACO UWB 1.x configuration for the business centre as being 
the object where we read the consumption meters individualy from each lessee via universal radio 
modules WM868-SI2. These radio modules contain two inputs „SI“ (sensing pulse) so we can connect to 
them two various consumption meters that are equipped with pulse outputs.  

 

Pic. 10: Example of of configuration of reading of various types of the meters via universal radio modules WM868-SI2 

Radio module WM868-SI2 is equipped with two inputs so we can connect two consumption meters to it 
(various or the same). In such case we need to register the inputs. The number of input we set in the 
column „Index“. See the detal in the pic 11 – this type of connection is usually used with water meters that 
are usually placed side by side so that it is possible to connect them to one common radio module.  

 

Picture 11: Cennection of two consumption meters to one common radio module  

In this case (Pic 11) there are read meters each of a different type (gas meter, wter meter, electrometer) 
from various producers, so there must be also set up different multipliers, divisors.. When setting up the 
multiplier and divisor, we should be careful about per what number of units the meter generates the pulse 
(sometimes the producer states it the other way – how many metering pulses the particular meter 
generates per one unit). This value is stated in the meter‘s technical documentation, usually it is marked 
also in the meter label or meter body. The detail of the multiplier and divisor setup is displayed in the 
picture 12. 

 

Pic. 12:  Multiplier and divisors setup for individual types of consumption meters 

The names of the A, B, C columns is possible to edit so they correspond to the real situation. Attention! 
We canť change the columns structure ( change the order, erase columns, paste new columns)!  

6.2 „Individual Meter Readings“ Sheet 

In the „Individual Meter Readings“ sheet thera automatically saved the records about the individual meter 
readings. From these records there are generated other outputs (in the „Year“ and „Analysis“ sheets) 
therefore the sheet is locked and should not be edited at all. The view of the „Individual Meter Readings“ 
sheet records see in the picture 13. 

The records are saved continuously successively. If there are more meter readings in the month then in 
this table there are saved all the meter readings.  The meter reading is saved actually by saving the table, 
that means that those values that are in the moment in the table and are saved by the button „Save 
Table“.   
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Pic. 13:  Displaying  records of the individual meter readings in the  „Individual Meter Readings“sheet 

6.3 „Year“ Sheet 

„Year“ sheet shows up the consumption progress in individual months (in monthly grid)) and at the same 
time there is automatically proceeded the one-year evaluation of the consumption (see picture 14).  

 

   Pic. 14:Displaying of the measured values in „Year“ sheet 

From the table „Individual Meter Readings“ to the table „Year“ there are overwritten only the latest meter 
readings in individual months so if there are more meter readings in one month, the column displayes 
only the latest value in the particular month..  

In columns AI, AJ, AK there is the evaluation of the whole year. In the column „Final Status“ there is the 
latest reading of the year. In the column  „Initial Status“ there is the first record of the year. In the column 
„Consumption“ there is calculated consumption of each meter in the year.  

At the bottom of columns AJ, AK there are summary entries. These summary values are useful when the 
whole systém measures only one quantity (e.g. water consumption). The entry „Total“ shows the sum of 
values from all meters in the object. If we have saved also the figures of the main meter (delivering the 
water, gas … for the whole object), this value shows up as th „Main Water Meter“ (here in this table, but 
can be as well the main gas meter etc.) In the field „Wastage“ there we see the difference between the 
total entry from the meters and the entry of the main meter – so we basicaly see the wastage in the 
object. This way of the wastage evaluation is used usually for the water consumption in residential 
buildings.  
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6.4 „Analysis“ Sheet 

In „Analysis“ sheet there is configured a standard pivot table MS Excel (see picture 15) as a tool for the 
potential detailed consumption analysis.  

 

Picture 15: Example of the pivot table setting in the „Analysis“ sheet 

The pivot table can be customized via standard MS Excel tools following the instructions for this 
application. The „Analysis“ sheet is partly unlocked so it would be possible to make such editing.  

7 Additional Information 

This user manual describes the operation of the software application WACO UWB 1.x  serving for the 
Walk-by meter reading via WACO radio communication modules. General description of the WACO 
system, including the examples of the usage, you can find on the manufacturer web pages: 

http://www.softlink.cz/cs/produkty/telemetrie-dalkove-rizeni/waco/popis.html 

Information about technical parameters of the modules, ways of installation and possibilities of 
configuration you can find in the user manuals for the individual modules.  

Feel free to contact the manufacturer to get more information related to the WACO systém:   

SOFTLINK s.r.o., Tomkova 409, 278 01 Kralupy nad Vltavou, Česká republika  
Telefon.: +420 315 707 111, e-mail: sales@softlink.cz, WEB: www.softlink.cz 

http://www.softlink.cz/cs/produkty/telemetrie-dalkove-rizeni/waco/popis.html

